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In Stef Heidhues' current exhibition, it is noticeable that the presentation of her new works
seems to follow a different approach than is usually the case. Unlike a "spatial image", the
visitors are confronted with a kind of well thought-out display of works. Individually
conceived works are positioned next to those that are designed serially and that also
implement this seriality in the spatial structure.

Heidhues' works often contain form quotations from everyday life and borrowed from
functional objects. They emerge from playful-poetic associations and from a material-related
and experimental process. Stef Heidhues sometimes incorporates industrial elements, whose
empty, "innocent" surfaces she explores with allusions, experimenting with aesthetic
possibilities.

For example the panel series (2022) consists of wall objects and is developed from shelves
from heavy-duty racks. Formal elements made of coloured Acrystall, glass and steel flow into
modular systems based on a mixture of formal rigour and calculated chance.

Moreover, the visitor is presented with concise monochrome surfaces whose titles mud,
orange fluo or light yellow allude to eyeshadow palettes. This is accompanied by neon lights
and glass panes layered on top of each other - and finally a large-scale, black rubber mat,
which, under the suggestive title Slot Machine, recalls a kind of architectural or object
representation in its constructivist appearance by means of line and surface and then
transfers itself from the surface into the space.

All of this centres around a pointedly placed light work in the middle of the room, which
seems to have descended from the ceiling in an almost dancerly manner on a pair of rings.
In view of the dialogue between the works that unfolds successively as one walks through
the exhibition, the feeling creeps in that the idea of a mere display of works if not what we
are experiencing after all. And when we leave the room, it is as if we are stepping out of a
coherent spatial image.
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